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pcray1231 wrote:
lol.
I'm not real familiar with Millstone, but do agree with you FD on the Salmon Creek drainage. That one
would be worth a look too. There is one decent trib (Little Salmon), but just decent, not great. The Branch
also has a few wild fish, but is far from good. But most of the tribs should hold brookies and don't, and the
main stem itself won't even hold stockies for very long. And while it is overfished after stockings, harvest
isn't the main issue. They leave. And you can verify this by fishing around the mouth, it is a non-stocked
section of the Tionesta that becomes a hot spot a few days after they stock Salmon.
Ashame, too, because Salmon is a relatively large stream that has good structure and does stay cold.

Agree 100%.
Quote:
The Branch, too.

Agree about 75%.

It's a beautiful stream and cold, but the parts of it that I fished were fairly flat and lacking
structure. No idea why, but it is the reason I didn't explore it more.
Quote:
I don't really know that the problem is acid there, but always suspected it.

Definitely acid. There was some years where the Fish Commission didn't even stock it because the PH was too
low. And notice they only stock brook trout in there. Browns would probably die within a half hour or so. Not
always and not everywhere of course.

Little Salmon might be marginally better, but I don't remember every fishing it. I can however tell you that every
trib of Salmon creek that is listed as having reproduction is Class D including Salmon, Little Salmon, and The
Branch. The information I am looking at is over 12 year old (and proprietary
), but I doubt much has changed.
All that said, some of my best native trout fishing has been in small class C and D streams.
As far as the Millstone drainage goes, using the PFBC lists, East Branch has no natural reproduction in it or in
any of it's tribs. West Branch has 3 small tribs with reproduction and none of those are on my old list. All within a
national forest, too. By now, if there were ANY trout found, it would be on the list.
The drainage has been described well in this thread. Silt problem, and would dissolve Sandfly's mower in under
a year. Somebody should crop dust the entire ANF with Tums.
I've only ever fished the Millstone drainage for stocked trout because it was convenient at the time. And stocked
trout is all I ever caught. And the last time was probably 6 or 8 years ago.
Beautiful scenery, but... I'm not joking, either. A real shame.

